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EZ Oil Drain Valve, from 
$23.95 (approx £15)
Available: Now

For those who frequently change 

oil, this could make life considerably 

simpler. The EZ Oil Drain Valve 

replaces a bike’s sump plug and 

contains a manual lever that will 

open the valve and allow engine oil 

to drain out. It means a neater flow 

through the valve opening rather than 

directly from the sump, and operating 

the lever closes the valve and means 

the sump can be refilled with oil. 

So no more worrying about fishing 

the sump plug from a bath of hot, 

dirty oil, cross-threading the sump 

plug when it goes back in or having 

a supply of new crush washers to 

hand. It’s available from America and 

only weighs around 100 grams, so 

shipping is only a few dollars.

■ www.oildrainvalve.net

Continental RoadAttack 2 
Evo, £252 a pair (est)
Sizes: 120/70 ZR 17 and 110/80 

R19 front; 150/70 R17, 160/60 ZR17, 

180/55 ZR17, 190/50 ZR17 and 

190/55 ZR17 rears

Continental has revised its sports-

touring tyre to tackle superior rivals 

in terms of wet grip and expected 

lifespan. The Evo version of the 

RoadAttack 2 has a higher silica 

content in the compound to improve 

wet weather grip, deeper tread 

grooves (by 14.7%) and a tread 

pattern that covers an extra 28.5% 

of the front tyre’s surface area and 

an extra 33% of the rear’s. It still 

uses Continental’s Traction Skin 

technology, which virtually eliminates 

the need to scrub in new tyres. The 

120/70, 160/60 and 180/55 sizes are 

arriving in tyre dealers now and the 

others will arrive in spring.

■ www.conti-bike.co.uk

Hi-viz seems to be infiltrating all 

areas of motorcycling, and Kappa 

is amongst the first to adopt it for 

luggage. Its RA311 reflective tank 

bag has panels of bright yellow, 

along with light-reflective piping to 

help car drivers see riders at night. 

The RA311 has a capacity of up to 

16 litres when it’s expanded and has 

an integrated smartphone holder 

with a cover that won’t interfere 

with touchscreen operation, which 

is particularly handy when using 

the phone as a sat-nav. The bag 

mounts using Kappa’s well-regarded 

Tanklock system, which clips to a 

ring around the bike’s filler cap, and 

has five possible mounting positions 

to suit different sizes of tank.

■ www.kappamoto.co.uk

American custom manufacturer 

StradaFab, which makes titanium 

frames for Ducati’s Monster 1100 

Evo, has now added a titanium 

exhaust can for the same model. The 

sleek megaphone-like design gives 

the impressive air-cooled naked a 

minimalistic look and high-quality 

materials, and construction standards 

will fit in beautifully with the Monster’s 

style. The exhaust sleeve is made from 

titanium and the end-cap from high-

grade aluminium that’s clear anodised 

for protection. The £600 asking price 

seems steep, but go the whole way 

Kappa RA311 tank bag, £86.31

Tanklock system

With five possible 

mounting positions,  

the RA311 will fit 

most bikes’ tanks 

Protect and serve

Cosset your expensive 

carbon wheels in these 

protective bags, with 

handy carry handles

End cap is made of high-grade aluminium

Megaphone can is £600; the full system is closer to £2400

Stay cool in summer and dry 

when it inevitably rains with 

Rev’IT’s Neptune GTX kit

If you change your bike’s oil regularly, 

this simple valve will be a God-send

New deeper tread pattern with greater 

coverage improves wet weather grip

Rev’IT Neptune GTX:
Jacket £379.99
Trousers £289.99

StradaFab exhaust for Ducati Monster 1100 Evo, 
$995 (approx £600)

Colours: Black, dark grey/black, light 

grey/black

Sizes: M-XXXL

Rev’IT is promising to take 

motorcycling closer to the holy grail 

of a genuine, all-weather riding suit 

thanks to new material technology 

from Gore-Tex. The Neptune GTX uses 

Gore-Tex’s Paclite material, which 

is lighter and more flexible than the 

company’s regular waterproof 

membrane so it’s more suitable 

for demanding summer riding. 

It’s also less prone to sticking to 

a sweaty rider’s skin, which cures 

the traditional problem of the liner 

sticking when a suit is worn with 

the waterproof membrane in and 

the thermal liner out. The suit has a 

water-repellent outer, is armoured at 

shoulders, elbows and knees and has 

waterproof waist pockets.

■  www.revit.eu

and there’s a cost of £2400 for a full 

system with the titanium mounting 

arm that replaces the pillion peg 

hanger. Now that’s a Monster of a bill.

■ www.stradafab.com

HPS wheel bags, £89.97
Regular trackday riders and racers 

who have spare wheels know the 

problems of carting them around in 

the back of a van. Expensive wheels 

and brake discs sat around in transit, 

invite damage as other stuff moves 

around and topples onto them. Then 

there’s the lugging part, which isn’t 

always the easiest either. HPS wheel 

bags offer a solution, with lined 

and padded bags with rubber carry 

handles to protect wheels and help 

move them around at the other end. 

The £89.97 price might appear steep, 

but HPS has designed them with 

owners of BST carbon-fibre wheels 

in mind, and they’re more than £2500 

a pair, so under £100 to protect them 

seems like a very wise investment.

■ www.bikehps.com


